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Abstract: Principals of sight and demonstrative education and overall basis of graphic is an important fundamental item to 
forming design of a theater. Theater is a comprehensive art to be considered. Of course the first important case to do a 
theater better is its imaging and advertisement that is named as poster. After announcing and advertising the theater to be 
near to executive case, we must design theater scene better to exhibit an excellent work space. What is an applied item to do 
this important aspect of the work, is using elements, instruments and equipment required to be used more useful to present 
main purpose and distinguish between ideas and secrets. Graphic is a branch of art to compose image and writing to see all 
over the world overall. We consider and review sight elements, so analyze demonstrative compositions in theater. 
 

Index terms: Graphic, Principals, Theater, Design, Insight, Elements. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
When designing, composition and graphic is 
considered, applying all of visual elements and image 
connection techniques are studied. Designing theater 
scene all of art items and visual elements would be 
present In a theater, scene designing is next to 
directors, actors, light responsible and other factors . 
The scene designer dominant on graphic 
fundamentals do tasks that director has appointed for 
is important in his/ her role. He/ she will be under 
director supervision after comprehension and 
preparation to presentation. The director team has a 
main conceptual to present self-work like and 
advertisement team to conduct a project. The scene 
designer after studying contexts and so designing 
work space and the director confirmation, execute it . 
Graphic (Image connection ( 
In arts classification, graphic is a branch of 
demonstrative arts developing in recent decades. 
Graphic could be divided to two branches, theoretical 
and applied Today graphic is a part of culture and 
economy of industrial countries (Hullice, 2002). 
Paying to visual connection may be due to human 
innate sense . 
 
II. ELEMENTS OF GRAPHIC 
FUNDAMENTALS POINT 
 
The first visual element is point (full stop) that is 
origin of form. Point existence represents a location 
in space. Point as the simplest visual element under 
special conditions takes a new form and is changed, 
but even finds and image value. Point content and 
image expression is different with its concept 
(Halimi, 2009 .( 
Image 2. Point element as repeating palm on scene 
Hand writing . 
Handwriting is the second demonstrative and visual 
element that exists as a numerous event in nature and 
watching persons usually ignores for it. It is the most 

important element forming art subjects (Heman, 
2009). Surface and Shape 
Surface is the third demonstrative and visual element 
having two dimensions only, length and width. Its 
shape is on of visual characteristics and surface 
properties recognizable by its around handwriting 
(name 1992 .( 
We can speak about shape that we can cut, 
composite, repeat or cancel some part . 
Image 2. Dakhsh daughter, Shiraz, Types of 
handwriting. 
Form shape of something, is lines drown around it, so 
that form is the thing three dimensional form is 
visible under different angles. Sometimes form is 
corresponded to total work in art effects, is important. 
In some art works, persons are present in the work 
form and makes its part . 
 
III. VOLUME 
 
As shape is more dependent to surface and adjective 
is its character, Form depends to volume and is called 
the first characteristic of volume; like: cube form, 
human body form, idol form, apartment form and so 
on (Halimi, 2009 .( 
 
IV. SPACE 
 
The element space is a very important discussion 
understanding demonstrative arts that even include 
the smallest demonstrative element like point and 
handwriting. Existing a point and a composition of 
pints, so drawing a line and so resulting lines on 
surface, space element is represented as an active 
factor (Heman, 2009 .( 
 
Image 9. A Sample of forming space on scene 
motion. 
It is a most important visual experience of human 
perhaps real motion is observed only in movie, 
television and overall visual events. However using 
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visual techniques, part of visual characteristics will be 
existed. 
 
V. COMPOSITION 
 
Placing reasonable demonstrative element in the case 
space is said as composition in two dimensional 
surface or in three dimensional space . 
It is necessary for a composition to have a meaningful 
background to achieve a visual relation between 
elements. We could point to two types of 
compositions, symmetric and in symmetric. 
 
VI. COLOR 
 
Life is full of colors and color features. Role and 
importance of color in life, reminds different concepts 
in our minds. Color exists in all dimensions of our 
lives, so its concept is as wide as life concept 
(Hosseiniriad, 2007 .( 
Demonstrative arts use color opposites to express 
mind concepts. We could feel the most opposites in 
hot and cold colors between red, blue and green . 
 
VII. WRITING 
 
Writing is a set of meaningful words, based on signs 
and symbols that are used to achieve relations to 
show thoughts and purposes in societies (Nejabati, 
2007). Therefore, it could be said that handwriting is 
a main element to form graphic 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Image language is an easy and understanding 
language for each person. Using images in theater is 
done today. Perhaps it is as a result of more watching 
persons of Image Theater, and makes them to think 
about human concepts, why this type theater reminds 
person from very past human living in caves. It could 
be said that something facing to images, is related to 
graphic and its principles . 
Designing theater scene uses all of demonstrative arts 
and visual education as the scene graphic scene 
designing that is an important part of making space, 
nowadays is in high level of value and credit in world 
of exhibition. As it was mentioned in the paper 
before, all of graphic visual elements and art items 
attend to reach main purpose . 
In a theater, Scene designer is next to director, light 
responsible and other factors . 
Media theater formation and effective visual elements 
attendance shows effectiveness of these two arts 
(graphic and theater) on each other . 
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